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Letter of Welcome

Dear Esteemed delegates,

My name is Lukas and for the second consecutive year I have the honour to be the crisis
director of HamMUN’s wonderful historical crisis committee. After the last year’s epic clash
between the Christian and Pagan armies in the Great Scandinavian Crusade, I am happy to
present you the Hanseatic League and smart merchants, brave Tetonic Knights, sneaky pirates
and their struggle for power and profit. I am glad that you have chosen this committee and I
am sure that it will be an unforgettable experience.

As you will probably recognise soon, researching and preparing for a historical crisis is
different from the preparation for an ordinary UN-Committee. Sometimes it is very hard to
find useful information and if you find any, they often contradict each other (see Final notes
on the Study Guide and historical accuracy). Because you are not the only ones facing this
difficulties, don’t worry. If you read the Study Guide and the additional information we will
provide carefully you will be well prepared for the crisis. If you want to further research about
your individual character (we are going to assign them after the last allocation wave) or the
political and social situation in the year 1388, you are of course welcome to do so.

If you have any further questions you can contact me at lukas.hofmann@hansemun.de.

Finally I want to thank the wonderful people, who are supporting me and without whom this
crisis would not be possible: Inga and Edvin for being wonderful chairs last year and
returning this year to deliver another great crisis experience and Leonie and Matej for helping
me research and accompanying me in the backroom so that I don’t feel as alone as last year.

This said, I can’t await to see you at this years HamMUN!

Kind regards,
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Lukas Hofmann
Historical Information

Background
In the ancient world, city states, republics and empires enveloping the Mediterranean made it
the undisputed navel of the western world. The Greek city states, followed by the ascendancy
of Rome, its devolution into the Byzantine Empire and later muslim conquests reaching their
zenith under the Umayyad Caliphate came off the back of long-running trading networks and
sophisticated risk-sharing mechanisms. Trade goods came from the silk roads to the east and
fertile mediterranean hinterlands, while the societies north of the alps lagged behind.

However, Charlemagne’s eastern conquests started a succession of events that would bring
about the Holy Roman Empire, an entity which would finally establish a hegemony of sorts in
northern European affairs. Religious motives drove the expansion, and may have incited the
first viking raiders in the 8th century to wreak havoc from Scotland till Jerusalem. Though
slow to start, from the high middle ages onwards the trade being done in northern Europe
would begin to outpace that of the Mediterranean.

The religious zeal which drove Charlemagne’s conquests would later be employed to justify
the northern crusades and the establishment of the Teutonic Order, a brotherhood of knights
which would eventually grow beyond the control of the pope. When they weren’t besieging
Baltic castles and rooting out pagans, the Order traded with the people in the Polish,
Lithuanian and Russian hinterlands, and collected most of their revenues from indirect
taxation of trade goods. By 1388, the knights had reached their apex, controlling most of the
eastern Baltic coast.

The libido of Norwegian kings and lack of well-defined succession laws played their part in
the hundred years of civil war following the death of Sigurd the Crusader in 1130. It would be
long until they regained their status in Scandinavia. Sweden, by comparison, was doing quite
well, but in 1388 they had their own succession crisis between Albert of Mecklenburg and
Queen Margaret I of Denmark and Norway. The latter had in previous years established
Denmark as the eminent power in the Baltic sea, but a successful inheritance of Sweden
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would make Margaret perhaps the only ruler capable of challenging the Hanseatic League at
sea.

In the Hanseatic periphery, England and especially the low countries were key trading
partners. By the end of the 14th century, barring the devastation of the black plague, the
British Isles saw a period of relative calm. The low countries enjoyed their strategically
privileged position, shipping mediterranean goods as well as textiles to the Baltic region. Rule
by guild or council was a boon to trade, and the protection provided by the Holy Roman
Emperor aided its political stability.

In 1388 the Hanseatic League is at its most powerful, but its neighbours are also beginning to
consolidate their power. Novgorod is far from dangerous, but Scandinavia is on the precipice
of unification and the Holy Roman Empire still dominates central Europe. Not to mention the
Teutonic knights. Dangers lurk on the horizon, even for those whose only business is trade.

Society and Culture
The Hanseatic League conducted their operations in the North Sea, particularly in the Baltic
Sea. Although the societies on the Baltic Sea didn’t have a uniform culture, there were several
feature which they shared, if only partially.

In 1388, the northern crusades were still in full swing, and slowly christianity was creeping
further into the interior of modern-day Russia and Balticum. The new faith brought new
consumption patterns, and the frequent fasting increased the importance of cheap protein,
namely herring from the Öresund strait and stockfish from northern Norway, shipped out of
the Hanseatic Kontor in Bergen. The latter was particularly important given that stockfish had
a shelf life of ten years, was almost indestructible and cheaper than both salted and smoked
fish.

In the late 14th century, as today, there were many spoken languages around the Baltic Sea,
but in the major trading posts in which the Hanseatic League operated, Low German served as
the lingua franca. The main reason for this was the expansion of the Hanseatic League, but
during the 14th and 15th century the Teutonic Order also began colonising Courland and
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Livonia aggressively. This drive led to pockets of “Little Germania” which would not be
rooted out until the 20th century. The rulers of Sweden would also send colonising missions
into the Gulf of Bothnia and Karelia to shore up the advances of Novgorod and Moscow until
the 15th century.

The 14th century also saw the rise of piracy. The increase in trade and low will and capacity
to efficiently crack down on piracy gave the pirates the impetus they needed to attack ships of
all stripes in the Baltic Sea. Queen Margaret I of Denmark and several Mecklenburg dukes in
fact worked in concert with the pirates, tolerating their incursions as long as they cut them in
on the profits.

The Hansa
The word “hanse” can be traced back to a 4th century translation of the Bible in
Gothic, referring to “a band of men, a club”. Charlemagne would later worry about these
clubs, better known as guilds, as they swore fealty to each other when their loyalties should
only be to the crown. Then came Frederick II, known for being excommunicated four times
and proclaiming his birthplace to be Bethlehem and himself to be Messiah. His frequent
military excursions led him to give his nobles a free hand in how to raise and pay their armies,
leaving the cities to run things as they saw fit. This state of affairs gave cities great latitude to
do as they pleased. The Hansa signed their first agreement with a foreign prince in 1189 and
from then until the late 15th century they would come to dominate trade in the Baltic Sea.

Describing the Hansa precisely is difficult. They didn’t have an official seal or well-defined
hierarchy, in fact they had no clear structure at all. All members of the Hansa were merchants
by profession and would congregate only for the Hanseatic Diet, known as the Hansetag,
usually held in Lübeck. Traders could raise issues and settle differences at these Hansetag
meetings, though most issues that were brought up had been settled in advance. Decisions
made in these meetings were not legally binding, and sometimes ignored by whoever wished
to do so.

This looseness worked in favour of the Hansa. Unlike their noble and regal contemporaries,
the merchants in the Hansa were only interested in profits and only acquired land as a way to
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secure trade routes. The kings and princes of the time had enough on their hands with
maintaining their armies, making the Hansa the only de-facto power with a fleet large enough
to dominate the Baltic Sea. This fleet made the Hanseatic League a force to be reckoned with,
as when they blockaded Bergen in 1284, stopping any boat that attempted to supply Norway
with the essentials it had grown completely reliant upon to make it through the long Nordic
winter. The Norwegian king had given them an ultimatum, and a year later Sweden had to
brought in to mediate.

The Hansa were not above intimidation tactics as well as brute force. Their mission was to
extract preferential treatment, ideally low taxes and trading privileges. If they could not
extract enough to their liking, they would harass other traders until they shipped out or
“disappeared”. The threat of force was credible, but their main aim was still to trade. Their
rise as a trade organisation came from their abilities to get privileges and remove competitors.
This became necessary since the goods they were trading typically had low profit margins.

The Hanseatic Diet
Hosted more or less every three years, the Hanseatic Diet, also known as the Hansetag, was a
forum in which merchants could discuss relevant to the league as a whole or disputes between
members themselves. Large cities such as Hamburg and Danzig would send representatives to
the Diet, whereas smaller cities would often entrust their interests to some larger city in their
vicinity.

By 1388, the Diet was split into three “Drittel”, or thirds, wherein member communities were
pooled based largely on geography. There was the Wendish-Saxon Drittel, based around
Lübeck,

the

Westphalian-Prussian

Drittel,

based

around

Cologne

and

the

Gothlandian-Livonian-Swedish Drittel, based around Visby. These Drittel served a useful
purpose in building consensus for motions that could later be brought to the Diet, and
discussing matter specific to the region in which they found themselves.

At HamMUN, the Hansetag will proceed by majoritarian voting, but historically it ruled by
consensus. The Diet was therefore mostly a formality, as merchants who wanted to oppose a
motion, but could not muster sufficient support, were expected to remain silent during the
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final procedure. If consensus could not be found, the relevant parties were expected to work it
out amongst themselves in ad-hoc working groups. Even this system was often insufficient to
solve conflicts, as delegates who disliked motions would often simply walk out when they
were read out and subsequently ignore whatever the motion stipulated.

The Hanseatic Tribe
As previously mentioned, for the substantial power the Hanseatic League projected, there was
little that held them together formally. However, the internal discipline of the League ensures
that none could deviate from their written or unwritten rules with impunity. Hanseatic sailors
would be put through the “games”, to make sure only those motivated enough would join. As
Michael Pye puts it in “The Edge of The World”:

“They were keel-hauled, tied up with rope and pulled right under a ship; they were
held over barrels of burning, stinking stuff; they were hoisted up smoking chimneys to
be cross-examined on nothing in particular while they choked. They were thrown three
times into deep water and had to get back into the boat to stay alive while a
congregation of older merchants beat them. They were given drink until they were
drunk, stripped naked and blindfolded, and then whipped until they bled, with drums
more or less covering their screams; after which they had to sing a comic song. They
had their mouths and noses stuffed with dogshit and catshit, they were subject to
‘unclean shaves’; they went ‘eel trading’ and ‘pig scalding’. They learned to say
nothing, never to complain, never to cry’”

After going through these ordeals, the young boys would be Hanseatic members for life. Any
Hansa member was barred from trading with outsiders, and the punishment, along with all
their trade routes and belongings being confiscated, was to strip them of their clothes and
force them to beg for forgiveness in front of his fellow merchants. Otherwise they might take
two fingers from you.

The Hansa were more serious about trading then the run-of-the-mill sailor lad as well. It was
the merchants, not the sailors, who decided when to cast off. If the captain had to throw cargo
overboard in a storm, no merchant was allowed to complain. The “gentleman merchant” of
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the time was expected to work no longer than until lunchtime, and retire when he had seen as
much of the world as he wished to know. Hanseatic merchants, however, made business their
life.

The Hansa knew their power resided in their ability to extract trade privileges from the cities
in which they traded. In a feudalistic society, it’s hard to imagine a more overt society than the
Hanseatic League could have functioned as they did. Guilds were only tolerated because they
were confined to cities. The Hansa was therefore a semi-clandestine organisation by necessity,
and what they lost in official branding power they had to make up for with internal norms for
enforcing the League’s written and unwritten rules.

This meant the Hansa functioned very well when pit against a common enemy, but less so
when trying to enforce Hansetag rulings. At several points, Hanseatic cities were de facto at
war with each other, and cities were tossed out and re-admitted on a semi-regular basis. The
rules which were easy to enforce by ostracisation on a personal level, were difficult to scale
up to city or region-wide level. This meant that merchants walked a narrow line when
courting internal and external alliances, but this practice was crucial to their own success both
within and without the Hansa.
Religion
An important facet of the flow of trade was the increasing christianisation of Northern and
Eastern Europe. The Church enforced a regime of fasting that forbid true Christians to eat
meat 180 days a year. This increased the importance of the herring catch in the Öresund strait
and the stockfish shipped from Northern Norway into Bergen. Wax used for illumination,
taken mostly from Novgorod and Riga, was also in high demand throughout Europe.
Kontore
Where Hanseatic League had considerable trade, but did not control the city itself, they would
establish “Kontore”, or offices, from which they would go about their business. Important
Kontore were in Bergen, London, Novgorod and Bruges, to mention a few. The local
population and rulers were often less than pleased with the conduct of the German traders in
their towns, but didn’t have the power to kick them out. This was illustrated in a previous
example, wherein the King of Norway told the merchants to either bring in grain for the
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winter or get out. When the Hansa refused to comply, the King kicked them out, and had to
indulge their demands less than a year later.

The Kontore will be simulated by the back room during the crisis. Many are strategically
located, and either supply or demand key trade goods, meaning that although they will not be
represented directly at the Hansetag, their well-functioning concerns you directly.
Ending Conflicts/ Reaching Agreements
The procedure for ending conflicts does not culminate with destroying your enemy’s armies
and/or taking over all their stuff. The wars taking place around 1388 were semi-personal
conflicts between rulers, and were typically settled by treaty rather than absolute military
victory. For the Hansa, this is particularly true, as the League had little interest in becoming
kings and dukes, and but rather to trade for profits as freely as possible.

Therefore, as was customary, ending conflicts will be treaty-based and throughout the entire
conflict the backroom will be “negotiating” on the basis of your fortunes in war. Starving
populations, sinking ships and winning battles will strengthen your hand in a negotiation. The
more leverage you have, the better terms you can dictate. This naturally works the opposite
way should your wars turn sour.

Thus, your peace treaties depend not only on your military success, but also on whether your
intelligence network is so well-developed that you know of a military setback in advance, and
can negotiate a peace before the enemy knows what has taken place. You may even be able to
mis-inform your opponent’s negotiator, and quickly force a peace treaty before the other side
realises what has happened.
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The Simulation

Trading goods
In order to understand the development and the range of the Hanseatic trade, it is useful to
take a look at the strategic goods which the Hansa traded.

Wax
Wax was mainly used to produce candles. In the course of the growing Christianisation the
demand for torches grew even more, so that every church could at least have one candle lit in
front of its altar permanently. The bee wax was mainly won from forests near Novgorod
(between Nizjnij-Novgorod, Kazan and Ryazan as well as forest between Lember, Minsk and
Novgorod). It was traded from the Baltic sea area via Riga and Warsaw to Western Europe,
from where German merchants imported big amounts of wax to England.

Fur
Fur or pelt were essential parts of winter clothing and furthermore served as a status symbol.
Thus, fur presented one of the most important trade goods for the Hanseatic trade market.
Squirrels and ermines were hunted in Russian forest
between Wilna, Razan and Novgrorod, as well as between Nizjnij-Novgorod and the Ural
Mountains. Afterwards they were exported to Western Europe via the Baltic sea.

Wood
Wood was needed for a variety of building processes as well as for heating purposes. One of
the trade centres for wood was Danzig, from which wood from Prussia was exported to
Western States like England or the Netherlands, where it was mainly needed for expanding
city centres.

Grain/crop
Grain was mainly used for nutrition purposes, to create food and beverages. A lot of the grain
supplies came from Prussia additionally to supplies from north west Germany, from
Pomerania and the „Mark“. A huge amount of the grain was sold to and consumed by
breweries in Hamburg, Lübeck, Wismar and Rostock.
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Copper
Copper had a variety of uses. It was needed for different construction works, e. g. for roofing,
but could also be used to produce cutlery. Craftsmen in the region of Flanders furthermore
specialised in building graveslabs out of copper, which were sold to the East afterwards.
Copper resources could be found in Sweden, where it was shipped from Stockholm to
Lübeck. Even bigger resources could be found in Hungary as well as eastern Slovakia. From
there the copper was exported via Krakow to Thorn.

Herring/fish
Along with the Christianisation increased the demand for fish. As pious Christians had to
resort to eating fish every Friday (that is 180-200 days per year, depending on the calendar
year). Most of the fishing was done at the southern entrance of the Öresund narrows in
Denmark. From the Baltic sea region, the potential food source was shipped and distributed to
continental Europe and the interior of Scandinavia.

Iron
Similar to copper, iron had many purposes in the 14th century. It was used as a currency and
was needed for a handful of medieval constructions, amongst others knight’s armour. Sweden
was holder of the majority of Europe’s iron production sites. The most important port of
embarkation at that time was the one in Stockholm.

Salt
Salt was of the utmost importance, as it enabled citizens to preserve food supplies, as the
fridge yet had to be developed. Lübeck took a leading role in trading salt, for example at the
Schonische Herings exhibition, as it had the needed deposits.

Beer and Wine
Alcoholic beverages were not only valued because of their amazing taste, but rather because
they were one of the few sources of clean and disinfected fluids available at that time, as
normal water was not drinkable in the cities. Beer was brewed in most northern European
cities. It was exported most extensively from Hamburg, Lübeck, Rostock and Wismar. Wine
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had to be imported to the North from western and southern Germany. Furthermore, wine
played an important role in the Christian tradition.

The Wendish-Saxon Drittel

Lübeck
Without a doubt, the Free Imperial City of Lübeck was the most powerful and influential of
all Hanseatic Cities and its merchants dominated the Baltic trade. In the year 1388 the Mark
of Lübeck is the prevalent currency in the Hanseatic area. Most Hanseatic Cities are subject to
the Town Law of Lübeck, what makes the City Council of Lübeck their court of appeal. The
city was the main basis of the Teutonic Order, when it started the colonization of the Baltic
Countries and the Order is still entertaining a house in Lübeck, the so called “Court of the
Teutonic Order”.
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But all the power and wealth cannot belie the inner-city conflicts: Only a few years ago
smaller merchants and craftsmen demanded equal political participation and access to the
positions in the City Council, which are reserved for the patrician families. The so called
“Butcher’s Uprisings” were crushed violently.
But also, the situation within the Council is not as peaceful as one would believe: A few years
ago several of Lübeck’s most influential families founded the “Circle Community”, a
mysterious semi-religious organisation with ambitious goals. It is rumoured that they want no
less than complete political control over the City of Lübeck.

Gottfried Travelmann
Gottfried Travelmann is one of the four mayors of Lübeck and a very experienced diplomat,
who has represented Lübeck on several Hanseatic Diets and various diplomatic missions.
These missions have led him mostly to Livonia and Russia, where he has represented the
interests of the Hanseatic Merchants successfully. This said, it is not surprising that he
himself is engaged in trade in the East-Baltic area. Gottfried Travelmann is not a member of
the “Circle” and sees their ambitions with growing scepticism. Some say this is because he
has been denied membership.

Gerhard von Attendorn
Gerhard von Attendorn is one of the four mayors of Lübeck and it is well remembered how he
commanded Lübeck’s army during the Second Hanseatic War. He is probably one of the most
skilled and experienced military commanders and besieger one can find in the Hanseatic
Cities. His trade activities are concentrated in Scandinavia and he has used his contacts
various times to represent the Hanseatic Merchants on diplomatic missions to Scandinavia’s
courts. Von Attendorn is a member of the “Circle Community”.

Hinrich von Westhoff
Hinrich von Westhoff is a relatively new member of the City Council, nonetheless he has built
a decent reputation. In his first years in the council he led a campaign against robber barons in
Mecklenburg, which made him a strong opponent of anybody disturbing the Hanseatic Trade,
may he be robber or pirate, common or noble. Following this attitude, he repeatedly suggested
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to support the Danish Crown against the Mecklenburgish privateer warfare. He is a member
of the “Circle”.

Hamburg
In the last years Hamburg has ascended from a small outpost on the northern border of the
Holy Roman Empire to a flourishing trade centre with a dominant position in the North Sea.
This dominating position has made Hamburg important for the Hanseatic interests in the
trading stations in Bergen, London and Brügge. Emperor Frederick Barbarossa guaranteed
Hamburg extensive privileges in exchange for Hamburg’s support during the Third Crusade.
These privileges made Hamburg independent from its sovereign the Duke of Holstein and
trade and craftmenship (especially brewery) flourish.
Hamburg has sought close relations to the City of Lübeck, adopted the Law as well as the
Mark of Lübeck and agreed on a contract for the safety of the land route between Hamburg
and Lübeck. While the relations with Lübeck are friendly, the relations to Bremen, the other
important Hanseatic City at the North Sea, were coined by rivalry: Whereas Hamburg is more
dominating regarding trade, Bremen is still the religious centre of Northern Germany. Debates
between the two cities on the seating order at Hanseatic Diets are commonplace.

Kersten Miles
Kersten Miles is an experienced and well-respected merchant in the City of Hamburg and
mayor for ten years now. He is the member of an old patrician family and his grandfather was
mayor before him. His long career as a merchant, especially in Scandinavia and England as
well as his ancestry has created a network of friends and contacts that is exceptional in the
Hanseatic League.

Johannes Hoyeri
Johannes Hoyeri is relatively young for an alderman, especially for a mayor. He belongs to an
immensely rich and influential family, which controls a large part of the city’s beer production
and after the early death of his father (who was mayor as well) he had to take care of the
family business in a young age. His political position and his wealth cannot conceal his
lacking experience. The fact that he is still a bachelor does not help him to strengthen his
position, especially since rumours about his alleged homosexuality have come up. There are
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more than enough crows who have thrown an eye on his treasures. The future will tell if he is
able to maintain or even expand his family’s reputation.

Simon von Utrecht
If Hoyeri is young, Simon of Utrecht is still a child. The son of a Flemish merchant dynasty
immigrated to Hamburg only a few years ago. It took him only a few months to build up a
successful business. Paired with the reputation as an incredibly skilled captain it was only
proper that he should have been elected an alderman of Hamburg. Now he looks forward to
put his skills and contacts in Flanders into the service of the city.

Bremen
The City of Bremen experienced some difficult and troublesome last few years: Constant
conflicts with the archbishop, the Black Death and social conflicts with the local
craftsmanship weakened the financial and political position of Bremen’s Council. This
difficult situation even forced Bremen back into the Hanseatic League, after decades of
Bremen not being a Hanseatic City.
Bremen connects a lasting rivalry with Hamburg and although Hamburg may be in better
shape right now, Bremen still stresses that it is a free city, with old traditions and an own City
Law and currency. Furthermore, Bremen is seen as the religious centre of Northern Germany,
although the relationship with the archbishop is difficult from time to time.

Nikolaus Hemeling
During his term of office Nikolaus Hemeling wanted to establish the city as the dominant
military power in the Weser Area. Bremen was involved in violent conflicts against the
archbishop, local noblemen and Friesian Chieftains. After a row of setbacks, which strained
Bremen’s financial situation, he seems to have achieved this goal in the last years.
In Bremen’s domestic policies he wants to reduce the rights the guilds were assured after the
“Feud of Hoya”, when the guilds plotted together with the archbishop. Step by step he now
tries to restore the old privileges of the patrician dynasties.
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Johann Brand
Johann Brand is a supporter of Nikolaus Hemeling’s course to make Bremen an important
political power in Northern Germany and led various military missions against Bremen’s
allies.
Concerning the power of the guilds he is known as a hardliner and some say that his political
ambitions are forcing Nikolaus Hemeling into a rigid course. A sign of weakness could turn
the mood among the confident aldermen of Bremen.

Rostock
Rostock is an important member of the Hanseatic League. It has adopted the Law of Lübeck
and was already the Host City of different Hanseatic Diets. But other than the remaining
Wendish Cities Lübeck, Hamburg and Bremen, Rostock doesn’t experience a situation of
relative autonomy: The ties between Rostock and its sovereign, the Duke of Mecklenburg, are
still close.
This is why Rostock had to follow Albert III. duke of Mecklenburg into the war against the
Danish Queen Margarete, although the Hanseatic Merchants prefer peace for trade. Rostock
was even forced to open the harbour for privateers fighting against Denmark, the fierce
Victual Brothers. Their leader Arnd Stuke currently sits on the city’s war council. The other
Hanseatic Cities observe the influence of the pirates with growing suspicion.

Arnold Kröpelin
Arnold Kröpelin has been a mayor of Rostock for almost 30 years now. He currently requires
all of his experience to balance out the interests of Rostock’s merchants and the Hanseatic
League on one side and the Duke of Mecklenburg on the other side, while at the same time
still running his business that is focussed on trade with the important trade posts on Sweden’s
coast (especially Visby and Stockholm). With the constant threats of the suspension of the
city’s privileges by the Hanseatic League or a Meckleburgish occupation on the horizon, his
task has not gotten easier with Arnd Stuke being present in the meetings of the city council.

Arnd Stuke
Arnd Stuke originates from an inferior noble dynasty in Mecklenburg, whose castle was razed
by a military campaign against robber barons lead by the City of Lübeck. This event in his
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early childhood has made him a decided enemy of Lübeck and lead to a personal hostility
with Hinrich of Westhoff, whose father was one of the leaders back then.
Today Stuke is the leader of the Victual Brothers and his skills in naval combat made many a
Danish (and some rumour even Hanseatic) Merchant shiver.

The Westphalian-Prussian Drittel

Cologne
In the year 1388 Cologne is one of the biggest cities in the entire Holy Roman Empire and its
location on the Rhine river, an important trade route, makes the city crucial for the
North-South-Trade, especially regarding wine. Theoretically, Cologne is still subject to the
archbishop, but practically the city has the status of a Free Imperial City.
In almost no other Hanseatic city is the influence of the old patrician dynasties as great as in
Cologne: The main administrative organisation is the so called “Richerzeche”, whose
members are without any exception Patricians of Cologne. The “Richerzeche” regulates the
trade and the guilds inside the city and elects the two mayors. Different from other cities
where multiple mayors are elected often for the duration of their lives, the mayors of Cologne
are elected for exactly one year and have to wait two years until they can be elected again.
The fifteen most influential patrician dynasties also supply the “Small City Council”, which is
responsible for most political decisions and only consists of fifteen aldermen. Many of
Colognes patricians are also lay assessors in the City’s court, which puts Colognes executive,
legislative and judicative powers in the hands of fifteen families.
Unsurprisingly, this aristocratic system of governance is disliked by large parts of the city’s
population. The “Weaver Uprisings ended only a few years ago and although the patricians
remained successful, their reign is not as uncontested as before. In the last few years the
rivalries between the important families lead to a polarization of the Council into two parties
the “Griffins” and the “Friends”, competing for the power in Cologne and only agreeing that
the privileges of the patrician dynasties need to be maintained.

Franko Scherfgin
Franko Scherfgin is one of the two mayors of Cologne and is a member of Colognes esteemed
families, who owns a large part of Cologne’s weavings. His family was hit the hardest by the
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recent “Weaver Uprisings”, but they are slowly recovering. Franko is the seventh Scherfgin to
be elected mayor of Cologne and other than his fellow mayor Heinrich Kusin (who is a
brother in law of Hilger Quattermart) he has not decided to support one of the two parties.
Time will tell if he is able to restore his family’s position.

Hilger Quattermart von der Stesse
Hilger Quattermart is an experienced and ambitious alderman of Cologne and served as a
mayor from 1375 to 1376. He is an experienced diplomat and decided opponent of the
archbishop, against whom he fought during the conflict about the lay assessor’s court. He is
the leader of the “Griffins” one of the two rivalling parties in Cologne and enemy of
Constantin von Lyskirchen the leader of the “Friends”. Their conflict is not really about
substantial matters, but more about power and influence itself.

Constantin von Lyskirchen vom Heumarkt
Constantin von Lyskirchen belongs to an old and ramified patrician dynasty. He served as
mayor two times and is a member of the court of lay assessors for more than ten years now
(not to be confused with Constantin von Lyskirchen zu Mirweiler, a distant cousin who also
served as mayor and lay assessor). Constantin’s family controls a big part of the wine trade
and maintains relatively good relations with the archbishop, who is the formal head of the
court.
Personal differences as well as a dispute about the rights the court of lay assessors should
have made him and his party, the “Friends”, an opponent of Hilger Quattermart and his allies
the “Griffins”.

Danzig
Since the beginning of the century, Danzig has belonged to the territory of the Teutonic Order.
At the Orders behest Danzig adopted the Law of Kulm, which guaranteed the Council of
Danzig sovereignty over their internal affairs, but at the same time the Order has extensive
authorities when it comes to Danzig’s foreign policy. Thus, Danzig is not able to make
sovereign decisions about the cooperation with other Hanseatic Cities without the consent of
the Order. This goes as far as the “Pfundmeister”, who is responsible for collecting the
Hanseatic toll and is a representative of the Teutonic Order.
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This situation has led to various conflicts between council and Order in the past, which are
further heated by the fact that both parties act as rivals when it comes to trade with the
resources Danzig has access to. Danzig’s importance for the trade along the Vistula River is
great and it serves as the link between Prussian and Polish cities like Thorun, Warsaw and
Krakow and the Baltic Sea.
It is no secret that the Polish Queen Jadwiga would like to see the reunification of Poland with
the Prussian and Pomeranian possessions of the Order and not few of Danzig’s merchants are
expecting more autonomy, if Danzig would be a part of Poland.

Gottschalck Naase
Gottschalck Naase has been mayor of Danzig for more than 25 years now and is with his
almost 70 years one of the oldest and experienced aldermen present at the Hanseatic Diet. His
generation is still influenced by the harsh measures the Teutonic Order imposed on opponents
in Danzig after the city was occupied. He values the military protection and security the Order
is offering, although trade regulations are interfering with his personal business as one of the
most important intermediaries with copper from Thorun. Some say his opinions on Danzig’s
relation with the order are wise, some say he is simply a coward.

Herman Rolberg
Herman Rolberg is the youngest mayor of Danzig and belongs to the most decided opponents
of Gottschalck Naase’s appeasement policy. It is no secret that he believes that Danzig would
be better off without the Order and there are not few of the younger aldermen who agree with
him. Ha gained a lot of his wealth with trading wood, but in the recent past he also tried to
establish himself in the copper trade, which is another reason why he believes that he could
benefit from a conflict with Naase and the Order.

Walrabe von Scharffenberg
Walrabe von Scharffenberg is the sixth son of a Bavarian count and joined the Teutonic Order
in an early age and quickly made it to be commander of the Order in Danzig. He is not only in
charge of the garrison, but also in charge of the tolls, since the commander of Danzig
automatically serves as “Pfundmeister”. These positions make him arguably the most
powerful man in Danzig and a very influential member of the Order. He maintains good
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relations to Gottschalck Naase and learned to appreciate his steady style of government.
Therefore, he tries to not intervene too much in the affairs of Danzig, but if control shifts
towards the anti-Order faction of Herman Rolberg this might change. He is an old rival of
Konrad von Wallenrode the ambitious Grand Commander of Königsberg.

The Gothlandish-Livonian-Swedish Drittel

Visby
Visby was the most important trading city of the Baltic Sea for the last two centuries and was
commonly known as “Regina Maris” what is Latin for “Queen of the Seas”. In because of his
central location, Visby was the centre of Baltic trade. After a few difficult years early on,
tensions between the Gotland and German communities in the city have been relieved and a
shared council has been established. The pride of Visby’s merchants is also shown by the fact
that Visby had an own law that was confirmed by the King of Sweden and basically made
Visby an independent city. At the end of the 13th century Visby competed with Lübeck for the
dominating role in the trade with Novgorod, which both cities shared in the end.
However, the influence of Visby is declining: Nautical innovations made Visby as a stop for
merchants on their way to Russia no longer necessary. Furthermore, Visby was conquered by
the former Danish King Waldemar Atterdag in 1361 and is still a part of the Kingdom of
Denmark. Until today the city could not restore the legal status it once had.

Erik Dirksson
Erik Dirksson is a successful merchant whose family has lived in Visby for more than a
hundred years. He is mainly involved in the trade with the trading station in Novgorod, but
also has amiable relations with the Livonian cities. He has been mayor of Visby for quite
some time now and still tries to relieve the tensions with Denmark. The presence of Sven
Sture and his Danish troops, who are seen as unpopular foreign occupiers, in Visby and on the
island of Gotland do not make things easier.

Dietrich Travelmann
Dietrich Travelmann is the younger brother of Gottfried Travelmann the mayor of Lübeck. He
married into an old-established patrician family, involved in the trade with Livonia and
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Sweden, and has become an influential alderman in Visby. The good contacts he still
maintains with Lübeck as his city of birth, make him the obvious envoy for diplomatic
missions to Lübeck or the other Wendish cities.

Sven Sture
Sven Sture has served as a commander of the Danish Army for more than ten years now.
Although he is of low birth, his military skills allowed him a career within the Danish Military
Forces. Opponents say that personal success means more to him than loyalty or honour and
that he only follows the Danish Queen, because he has not had a better opportunity until now.
Some merchants have even complained about him and his soldiers randomly collecting
“special taxes”.

Stockholm
Stockholm is the political centre of the Kingdom of Sweden and currently a city at war. The
city is besieged by the Danish army of Margarete I., who wants to take the city to strengthen
her position in Sweden. The ongoing siege burdens the city’s supplies and basic goods need to
be provided via ship. That’s where the Victual Brothers come into play as mercenaries, who
ensure that Stockholm’s defence capabilities are maintained.
But not only the outer enemies are a threat to Stockholm’s security. Inside the city, the conflict
between the German and the Swedish parts of the population is heated up. The Swedes are
unhappy with Albert’s rule and are openly sympathising with Margarete. The Germans are
still loyal to Albert and are scenting treason from the Swedish population. The Council of
Stockholm is exactly split between the linguistic groups and basically unable to make
decisions. However, the German faction still controls the military and the “Hättebröder”, a
German militia named after their remarkable caps, are patrolling the city. The only things that
prosper in today’s Stockholm are mistrust and paranoia and in the current situation it is only a
matter of time until the first violent riots will happen.

Bertil Brun
Bertil Brun is the mayor of Stockholm. De facto his power is restricted on the Swedish party
within the Council, the German part sees in him a traitor, only waiting for a good opportunity
to sell Stockholm to Margarete and the administration is almost completely under control of
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Albert’s troops. But contrary to his opponents’ beliefs, Bertil is a far-sighted politician and the
only one who seems to consider that Swedes and Germans will still have to live together in
Stockholm when the war is over. Currently he fears an escalation of the violence and mainly
wants to assure the survival of his people.
Because trade basically came to a halt during the siege, the wealth he acquired through trading
with copper and iron ore (what happened to it?). He can do nothing but hope for a quick
peace.

Alf Greverode
Alf Greverode is the leader of the German party in the Council of Stockholm and is in
opposition to Bertil Brun and his Swedish party. Although the war also damages his trade with
Sweden’s natural resources, he accepts it as the lesser evil. In his eyes, there could be nothing
worse than a victory for the Danish army, which might not be surprising considering what
happened after the Danish victory over Visby. He doubts the loyalty of Stockholm’s Swedish
population and uses the “Hättebröder” as his own personal army to hunt those who are
suspected to collaborate with the Danish.

Albrecht von Pecetal
Albrecht von Pecetal is a Mecklenburgish nobleman and the commander of Albert’s garrison
in Stockholm. His military experience lets him stay calm in the tense situation Stockholm is
currently in and his attitude towards the Swedish population is not as influenced by paranoia
as the one of his fellow Germans is. Arguably Albrecht is experienced commander, skilled
swordsman and loyal follower of the Dukes of Mecklenburg.

Riga
Riga was founded as a German trade post in Livonia and later grew to a prospering city and
the centre for Christianisation of the countries east of the Baltic Sea. Today the Teutonic
Order and the Archbishop of Riga are competing for control over the city and in the recent
past it seemed that the power has shifted in favour of the Order. To keep his influence the
archbishop seeks closer relations to Denmark, a rival of the Teutonic Order when it comes to
the hegemony in the Baltic Area. The Council of Riga observes the new balance of power
critically: The Teutonic Order as the uncontested sovereign could regulate the trade more
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effectively, whereas the archbishop’s sympathy for Denmark may strain the relations to the
remaining Hanseatic Cities. These relations have always been important for Riga and
especially the merchants of Lübeck and Visby have always been influential. That said, it is not
surprising that Riga adopted the Law of Lübeck.

Bertram Witte
Bertram Witte belongs to a Wendish merchant family that migrated to Riga in the last century
and came to economic success as well as political influence there, and he has been mayor of
Riga for a few years now. He knows about the importance of the Hanseatic League for Riga’s
economy and his main goal is to maintain good relations to the remaining League members.
For now, he remains neutral in the conflict between the Teutonic Order and the Archbishop of
Riga, and from time to time he plays both parties against each other to keep the highest
possible autonomy, but one day he may be forced to take a side.

Johannes von Wallenrode
The Wallenrodes are a small Franconian noble house with traditional close relations to the
Teutonic Order. Johannes became a Teutonic Knight at a young age as many of his relatives
before him and is barely 18 years old today. Although he is still very young he still made it to
be Commander of the Teutonic Order in Riga. Some say only because his uncle Konrad von
Wallenrode the Grand Commander of Königsberg sponsored him. He stands in opposition to
Johannes Walteri von Sinten the Archbishop of Riga, and this dispute has led him to the
Pontificial Court in Rome many times.

The role of the individual in the committee
During the crisis, you will take the role of a Hanseatic Merchant, Teutonic Knight or
commander of an army. This means that you can basically try to do anything you may think of
such as trading, robbing your rivals or assassinate them, trying to overthrow your city’s
government or hiring a bunch of sellswords to become a warlord. You pursue this actions by
sending directives to the backroom and in the end, it will be the backroom who tells you
whether your actions succeeded.
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But the backroom is not the only thing limiting your possibilities. As a commander or knight,
you are integrated in your faction’s chain of command what automatically limits your options.
As a merchant, you are free from direct commands, but nonetheless you will have to live up to
the social norms and conventions, which are crucial for the existence of the Hanseatic League.
That doesn’t mean that you have any other choice than follow your instructions. It is
completely within your possibilities to betray your allies, but you will have to live with the
consequences then.

Before the conference you will receive detailed information on the resources your individual
character has access to and the individual goals and objectives of your character.

Rules of Procedure
The Rules of Procedure for the Historical Committee/Crisis will be slightly different from the
normal HamMUN Rules of Procedure. They are adapted to be suitable for the Historical
Committee and will be uploaded before the conference on the HamMUN Website. Please read
them before the conference to ensure a smooth flow of debate.
During the conference we expect you to wear clothing appropriate to the event. The Dress
Code is Western business attire during the session and on the campus. This means we expect
you to wear a shirt (or a blouse), jacket, trousers (or a skirt), a neck - or bow tie for men and
appropriate shoes (e.g. no sneakers).
Historical clothes or costumes will not be allowed during the conference!

The Role of the Counsels
The Counsels are the people who will guide you during your Committee work. Their duty is
to manage the Hanseatic Diet according to the Rules of Procedure and to make sure that you
reach fruitful results during your time at HamMUN.

The Counsels are former successful merchants. They were elected for life and
received the honor of hosting and guiding the Hanseatic Diets. To be able to conduct this
enormous honor, they had to pass on all their trading activities, which means that they are not
personally involved in any trading business anymore. Their main mission is to promote and
ensure the interests of the Hanseatic League.
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Final notes on the Study Guide and historical accuracy
Since we don’t have many information on northern Europe in the 14th century and the people
who lived back then, although we tried to be as historically correct as possible, the Study
Guide as well as the crisis are slightly unhistorical. To create an interesting setup for the
debate, we changed some dates and events, amplified some biographies or even created
fictional characters, who have probably never existed (you will probably find out, if googling
your character will not bring any results). If you find information contradicting with the
information we provided you with during your research, our information is valid for the
purpose of the crisis.
We are starting the crisis in 1388 and from this point on we will write our own history. It
doesn’t matter, if your character was executed a few months later or became Holy Roman
Emperor afterwards. Only your actions and the backrooms’s responses will be relevant.
Maybe the resulting alternative timeline will be close to the actual history, maybe it will be
completely different. You decide!
This said it should obvious that this Study Guide does not fulfil academic standards and
should never serve as a historic source.
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